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Robust  Adaptive  Control  in the Presence of 
Bounded  Disturbances 

Abstract-The model reference adaptive control of a linear plant 
subjected to bounded disturbances is considered. By analyzing a set of 
nonlinear differential equations, it is shown that the global behavior of 
the adaptive system depends upon the persistent excitation of the 
reference input as well as the amplitude of the external disturbances. The 
principal contribution of the paper is  the derivation of sufficient 
conditions on the persistent excitation of the reference input, given the 
maximum amplitude of disturbance, for the signals in the adaptive system 
to be globally bounded. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE stable adaptive control of linear time-invariant plants, in 
what  is now termed “the ideal case,” was resolved in 1980 

[ 11-[4]. The assumptions made  in [ 11-14] regarding the  sign of the 
high-frequency gain kp ,  the relative degree n*, the order n, and 
the zeros of the plant transfer function are well  documented  in the 
literature and known to be quite stringent. In addition, in the 
statement of the problem, the plant parameters are constant 
(although unknown) and the system is disturbance free. However. 
in practice, most of these assumptions are rarely met. No actual 
plant  is truly linear, finite dimensional, or noise free.  Further, in 
practical situations, the rationale for using adaptive control is to 
compensate for large variations in plant parameters. In the 
presence of such deviations from ideal conditions, it was soon 
realized that  the algorithms suggested in [ 11-[4] no longer assure 
the boundedness of the signals in the adaptive loop. This accounts 
for the  wide interest in the  past  few years in what is termed robust 
adaptive control. The aim of such control is  to achieve satisfactory 
performance while relaxing one or more of the conditions related 
to modeling or operating uncertainties. 

In this paper, we address the problem of robustness in  the 
presence of bounded external disturbances. This problem has been 
treated by various researchers since 1980 [5]-[12]. One of the 
main features of this problem is  that it is possible for the control 
parameters to become unbounded even while the state error 
between the plant and the model remains bounded. In [5]. this 
possibility  was  noted by Egardt and assuming that the parameter 
estimates are bounded, it was shown that all  the signals in the 
feedback loop will  be bounded. In [6], Peterson and Narendra 
introduced a dead zone in the adaptive law for continuous-time 
systems and showed  that this resulted  in a bounded  response of the 
overall system. A similar result for discrete-time systems was 
derived by Samson in [7]. An alternate approach of restricting the 
control parameters to lie within a bounded region was suggested in 
[SI by Kreisselmeier and Narendra and  global boundedness of all 
signals was demonstrated. In [9] Ioannou  and Kokotovic modified 
the adaptive law to assure boundedness of signals for plants  with 
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relative degree unity. The procedure,  however, introduces a bias 
in the control parameter estimates so that they do not converge to 
the true values even when external disturbances are not present. 
All these results involve modifications to the adaptive law to 
assure uniform boundedness of all the signals of the system. 

In contrast to  the above, the principal result of this paper is a 
sufficient condition on the persistent excitation of the reference 
input relative to the bound on the amplitude of the disturbance 
which assures global boundedness of the solutions of the overall 
system. The result provides a deeper insight into the relation 
between external excitation and the behavior of the system in the 
presence of disturbances and an analytical justification for the 
commonly held intuitive notion that persistent excitation would 
improve the robustness of a  system.  Finally, and most significant 
of all. the result is global in character. 

It is  now  well  known that persistent excitation first arose in the 
context of adaptive identification and later  in adaptive control. In 
both cases, the persistent excitation of some of the internal signals 
of the system is  needed  to assure the convergence of the relevant 
parameters to their true values 1131, [ 141. While this does not pose 
any serious problems in the identification problem (since the 
concerned signals can be assumed to be bounded), the arguments 
in the control problem where these signals are generated in the 
adaptive loop are more involved. The latter tends to get 
significantly more difficult when an external disturbance is 
present. For example, in the general adaptive control problem, in 
the  ideal case, the adaptive law directly yields the boundedness of 
the control parameters. This in turn is  used to show that the 
signals in the system are bounded and that the output error tends to 
zero. Finally, arguments involving persistent excitation are used 
to demonstrate that the parameter errors tend  to their true values. 
In contrast to this, when  an external disturbance is present it  is  no 
longer possible to show directly the boundedness of either the 
control parameters or the signals. Arguments used to establish 
boundedness or convergence of parameters using persistent 
excitation [IO] tend to become circular since boundedness is a 
necessary condition for persistent excitation. 

Many efforts have also been reported in the literature, e.g., 
[ 1 11, [ 121, where the robustness of adaptive control is discussed in 
the presence of small disdrbances. Most of these are based on the 
concept of total stability introduced by Malkin [15] which 
provides sufficient conditions for the boundedness of the solutions 
of a perturbed system when the unperturbed system is uniformly 
asymptotically stable. Invariably, these efforts involve the use of 
linearization, persistent excitation, and small perturbations. In this 
paper, we analyze a set of nonlinear, rather than linear, error 
differential equations which permit conditions for the global 
boundedness of solutions to be derived in terms of the persistent 
excitation of the reference input. The assumptions concerning 
prior knowledge of the plant transfer function however remain the 
same. 

In Section 11, the concept of persistent excitation is briefly 
introduced. Since the reader is assumed to have a  fair acquaint- 
ance with this concept, only those definitions and examples which 
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are directly relevant to the proofs are included here. In Section III, 
the basic ideas involved are explored in depth by considering the 
adaptive control of a first-order plant with a single unknown 
parameter and analyzing the corresponding second-order nonlin- 
ear differential equation. This analysis sets the stage for Section 
IV, where the global behavior of an adaptive control system with 
an nth-order plant and relative degree n* equal to  unity  is 
analyzed. The main results of the paper are given in this section. 
In Section V, the effect of different kinds of reference inputs and 
disturbances on the boundedness of solutions is  studied through 
simulations. Finally, in Section VI, the manner in which  the 
results derived can be extended to plants with relative degrees 
greater than one is briefly indicated. The implications of the 
results in practical adaptive control as well as their relation to 
some current open problems are also discussed. 

11. PERSISTENT EXCITATION 
While a detailed discussion of this concept is beyond  the scope 

of this paper and  can be found in [ 161, we merely state two 
definitions used  in the literature which are relevant for the 
following discussions. 

Definition I [i3]: A bounded vector u: 2- + F' is said to be 
persistently exciting' if constants to, To, and eo exist such that 

for all unit vectors w E R". 
This is the definition commonly used  in  the literature and this 

type of persistent excitation' is necessary and sufficient for the 
exponential stability of 

*(t) = - u(t)u T ( t ) X ( t ) .  

Definition 2 [14j: A bounded vector u: El+ -+ $1" is said  to be 
persistently exciting' if positive constants To, So, and eo exist such 
that a t 2  exists with [ f 2 ,  t2 + So] C [ t ,  t + To] and 

for all  unit vectors w E 2". 
A vector u which  is persistently exciting' has been  shown to be 

necessary and sufficient for the exponential stability of the 
differential equation 

al ( t )=Axl( t )+buT( t )x2( t )  A + A  T<o 
&(f) = - u(r)b T X ' ( t )  

where x I :  j j +  + ;lm, A is an R " x m  matrix, b is  an LY"' vector, and 
u,  x?: 8- + T l " .  

Both the above definitions have found application in the 
analysis of continuous-time adaptive systems. It is clear that  the 
definition of persistent excitation used  must  depend  on the context 
and the class of differential equations under investigation. It  is 
also worth pointing out that a function u ( * )  which satisfies 
Definition 2 also satisfies Definition 1, but the converse is not true 
as shown by the foliowing example: 

However, when the class of signals is restricted to piecewisz 
differentiable functions 610.m) [ 171, the two definitions can  be 
shown to be equivalent, Also, the distinction between  the  two 
definitions does not arise in discrete-time systems. In this paper. 
Definition 2 is more pertinent to our discussions since eo as 
defined in (2) plays an important role in the sufficient conditions 
for global boundedness derived in Theorems 1 and 2. Hence, it is 
used throughout the rest of the paper and a vector u satisfying (2) 

will  be referred to as persistently exciting. Further, since much  of 
the analysis is confined to a single interval [to, to + To], we shall 
also refer to the signal u( .) as being persistently exciting over an 
interval [to, to + To] if it satisfies ( 2 )  over this interval. 

111. ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF A FIRST-ORDER PLANT 
The problem of adaptively controlling a  first-order plant with a 

single unknown parameter in the presence of a bounded distur- 
bance is considered in this section. The behavior of the overall 
system is, in this case, determined by a second-order nonhomoge- 
neous nonlinear differential equation. A detailed study of this 
equation provides valuable insight into the nature of the stability 
and instability mechanisms. This, in turn, is used in the following 
section to derive a sufficient condition for the global boundedness 
of solutions of the general adaptive control problem. 
A. Statement of the Problem 

The plant to be adaptively controlled, the corresponding 
controller and  the reference model are described by the equations 

j,U) =a,y,(r) + uW + 40 (plant) 

u(0  = W)Y,(t) + m (controller) (3) 

jm(0 = - Y m ( t )  + (reference model) 
where u p ( . )  and y n , ( . )  are the outputs of the plant and model, 
respectively, a, is an unknown constant, r ( . )  is a bounded 
reference input, u ( . )  is a bounded disturbance with ( u ( t ) (  I u,,,, 
and f3 is a control parameter. The output error el and the 
parameter error 4 are defined as el & y, - ym and C#I 2 0 - e*, 
where e* is the constant value of the control parameter 0 for which 
in the ideal case, when u ( t )  = 0, the plant transfer function 
matches that of the model. The error equation can then be written 
as 

@dO = -edO + @(f)yp(t)  + L@). (44  
The adaptive law for updating the control parameter e( t )  in the 
ideal case is  now well known and is given by 

Q(t) = - e,(t)y,(r) (adaptive law). (4b) 
The aim is then to determine whether the same adaptive law (4b) 
would stabilize the system in the presence of the bounded 
disturbance u .  

In the ideal case, it immediately follows that the system is 
uniformly stable and  Iim,-- el(t) = 0 so that the output of the 
plant matches the output of the model asymptotically. If, further, 
yp( t )  is persistently exciting, the system is exponentially stable 
[I41 and limlda q!~(t) = 0 so that the overall transfer function of 
the  plant  and  the controller matches that  of the model as t -+ w. 
When a disturbance u ( t )  is present, it is tempting to proceed as in 
the  ideal case and require y,(t) in (4) to be persistently exciting so 
that the unperturbed system is exponentially stable resulting in a 
bounded error vector for bounded disturbances. Since stability of 
the overall system has not  been established, y,(t) cannot be 
assumed to be  bounded and proving that it is persistently exciting 
becomes specious. Hencet we have to express the right-hand side 
of (4) in terms of the model outputy,(t) rather than the dependent 
variable y,(t). This results in the following nonlinear error 
differential equations: 

@ I ( ~ I  = -e&) f @ ( t ) r m ( r )  + W ) e l ( f )  + u ( t )  

i ( t )  = - e,(t)y,(t) - e$).  ( 5 )  
By analyzing the above nonlinear differential equation, we 
demonstrate the global behavior of the adaptive system in the 
presence of d t ) .  It is the vector version of (5) that has to be 
analyzed for the general adaptive control problem. 

1) Ideal System: In the absence of external disturbances, the 
nonlinear system (6) 

e d t )  = - e,(t) + d(r)y,(t) + d(t)el(t) 

&t) = - el(t)ym(r) -e: ( [ )  (6) 
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6) 
Fig. 1. 

which is identical to system (4) can be shown to be uniformly 
asymptotically stable in the large (u.a.s.1.) assuming that yn,(.). 
rather than yp( .) is persisfently exciting. If W e l ,  6) = 1/2[e: + 
9’1, the time-derivative w e l ,  41 = -e:  I 0. Hence, the system 
is uniformly stable and e l ( t )  and b(t) are uniformly bounded for 
all f L to, if W[el(to), +(to)] < co. Since e, f C ?  and PI is 
bounded, limf+= e l ( t )  = 0. The nonlinear vector [ # e l ,  -et],‘ 
can be considered to be the input to the linear part which I S  
exponentially stable if y,( t )  is persistently exciting. As e, + 0 as I 
+ 03, this  input tends to zero, and hence X(t) + 0 as t + 03 

where x [e l ,  $1 ? Since all the arguments are independent of the 
initial  time to and the magnitude of the initial conditions. the 
system is u.a.s.1.  It  is also worth noting that when y,,(t) is 
persistently exciting, the linear part of (6) is exponentially stable, 
but  the nonlinear system is exponentially stable only when the 
initial state x(to) lies in a finite ball around the origin and is  not 
globally exponentially stable. Further, since liml-m e&) = 0. it 
follows that yp( t )  is  bounded  and persistently exciting after a time 
t,. An alternate proof, therefore, can be given using (4) to show 
that liml+m d ( t )  = 0. 

2) Perturbed System: To provide some insight  into the 
behavior of the nonlinear system, we shall discuss three cases 
where the perturbed nonlinear system (5) is autonomous. 

Case i) y,(t) =O: When u ( t )  0, the system is uniformly 
stable. If u ( t )  = u,,, liml-m d ( t )  = - 03 and liml-m e l ( [ )  = 0. 

Case ii) ynl(t) = ymm: The ideal system in this case is 
autonomous and, by LaSalle’s theorem, is  u.a.s.1. since the 
largest invariant set in E = {xlet = 0} is the origin. However, 
since the system is nonlinear, it no longer follows that a bounded 
input  will result in a bounded output. If, for example, u ( t )  = - 
u,,,, where u,, > y,,,, 1imr-- e l ( t )  = -ym, and liml-= d( t )  
= - 03 which  can be proved as follows. 

Proof: Let  Dl be the open region enclosed by the line e, = 
- u,, and the curve 4 = (e ,  + umax)/(el + ymax) with 6 I 0. 

When y,(t) = yma, and u ( t )  = - u,,, all solutions that start on 
the boundary a(Dl)  enter Dl. Since the system is autonomous and 
contains no singular points in D l ,  all solutions originating in D l  
become unbounded and limf+= $ ( t )  = - 03 and lirn,-* e l ( t )  = 
-ymax [see Fig. l(a)]. It  is worth noting  that y p ( t ) ( = e , ( f )  + 
y,(t)) + 0 as t --* co so that y J t )  is  not persistently exciting when 

the solutions are unbounded. As seen in the proof of Theorem 1, 
this plays an important role. 

Case iii) y,(t) = yma, ym, > urn=: The system is Lagrange 
stable. When u ( t )  = - u,,,, the system has  an equilibrium state at 
(0, uma,/yma,) which  is u.a.s.1. Similarly, when u ( t )  = u,,, the 
system has an equilibrium state at (0, - urnax/ -y&). 

The above special cases reveal that the behavior of the 
nonlinear system is very much dependent on y,, and urn=. In 
particular, when y,(t) = ymax and u ( t )  = - u,,, the system has 
unbounded solutions when umaa > y,, and all solutions are 
bounded  when y,, > u,. Similar results can also be derived for 
the general case when both u( t )  and y,(t) are time varying and are 
stated in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1: Let Iy,(t)l I y,,,, lu( t ) l  I u,,, and y,(t)  be a 
persistently exciting signal satisfying (2) for constants To, 60, and 
E ~ .  Then: 

a) if ymax < urn, there exists an input u ( t )  and initial 
conditions for which liml-m +(t) = - 03 and e l ( t )  approaches 
asymptotically the region \el 1 I ymr + E ,  where E is  an arbitrary 
positive constant; 

b) if 
E O z U m a x + 6 ,  

where 6 is an arbitrary positive constant, all the solutions of the 
differential equation (5) are bounded. 

Proof: 
a) We provide a constructive proof for the first part of the 

theorem by choosing u ( t )  as follows: 

= - sgn (Y,(~))U,, I el(t) I ~ Y , ,  

= sgn (el(t))urna I el(t) I <Yrnax 

where 
sgn (x) 2 - 1 x 5 0  

= + 1  x>o.  
Consider the solution of the differential equation (5) with initial 
condition (0. +o) with y&) = y,,, u ( t )  = - u,,,, and +o < - 
umx/ymax. Let r + denote the open curve along which the trajectory 
lies for all t L 0. Similarly, let r -  denote the curve along which 
the solution lies for all t L 0 when yJt) = -yma, and u ( t )  = u,, 
with  the same initial condition. Let r(&) = r+ U r-. r($o) 
divides ji2 into two regions D2 and 0; where (0, 4) E D2 if I$ < 
do. Then all solutions of (5) with lynl(t)l 5 ymax and Iu( t ) l  I u,, 
with  initial conditions on r(&) lie either on I’(do) or enter D2. 
Since this is true for every $0 < - uma,/ymar, the solutions become 
unbounded  and Iimr-- + ( I )  = - 03 [see Fig. l(b)]. 

b) To prove the second part of the theorem. we show that if eo 
> umx + 6. a constant c exists such that if \ l x ( f o ) l l  2 c, then JJx(to 

Let x T  2 [e , ,  $1. D P {x1 [ell 5 urn,] and Dc denote the 
complement of D .  If W(x) = 1/2xTx, then W(x) = - e :  + elu. 
Since W < 0 in Dc,  W(x), and hence IJxJJ can increase only in D .  
The maximum increase over a period TI is therefore given by 

+ T0)II < Ilx(~o)ll. 

W(x(to + Ti)) - W ( X ( t 0 ) )  2y . TI. (8) 

The proof  is conveniently given by considering the following two 
cases. 

Case i) 

In this case, yp(t)  is persistently exciting over the interval [to, to + 
To]. From [14]. it is  known that the unforced system [i.e., u ( t )  = 
0 in ( 5 ) ]  is exponentially stable and that for such a system W(x) 
satisfies the condition W(t0 + To) I cfW(t0) for all to where c1 
< 1. Equivalently if +(I, to) is the transition matrix of the system 
(5). then II@(to + To, to)II d cI < 1 for all to. Hence. for the 
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forced system 
k(t)  =A(t)x(t) + bu(t) 

where 

interval [t, f + To], but ym is, boundedness follows from the 
persistent excitation of e, over that interval. In such a  case, the 

(lo) solution must lie outside the region D sometime during the 
interval. 

Iv. ADAPTIVE CONTROL OF AN nTH-ORDER  PLANT 

and u(t) is bounded, Ilx(to + To)\\ ~ c , J l x ( t ~ ) \ l  + ku,,, where k The intuitively appealing results derived in the previous section 
is a constant. I f c  2 ,h,,J(l - cl), then Ilx(to)l)ll 2 c * jlx(to + for  a first-order plant with a bounded disturbance are shown in 

(n - 1) zeros (i.e., relative degree n* = 1) .  We follow the same 
w(x(to + T ~ ) )  < w(x(to)) if w(x(t0)) 2 c2/2. format as in Section 111 and discuss the behavior of the ideal 

- 

To)(\ < llx(to)II or this section to extend readily to the case of a plant of order n with 

Case ii) system and the effect of a bounded disturbance. 

(1  1) A. Statement of the  Problem 

1) Ideal System: The plant P to be controlled is represented by 

ym(t) satisfies the condition stated in the theorem, it follows that equations 
In this case, the above argument no longer holds. However, since a linear time-invariant system described by the differential 

ip=A,xp+b,u; y p = h i x p  

1 ( 1  - k)€O To (12) where A, is an (n X n) matrix, (Ap ,  b,) is controllable, and h, 
or el(t) is persistently exciting over the interval. Since W(x) = represented as 
- ef + e,u, the minimum decrease in W(x) over the interval [t2, 

and b, are n-vectors. The transfer function W,(s) may be 

2 1 1:'' e:(7) d71- vmax It is assumed that W,(s) is strictly proper with ZJs) a monic 1:" le'(') dr''  Hurwitz polynomial of known degree n - 1 ,  R,(s) a monic 
polynomial of degree n, and k, a constant gain whose sign is 
known. The coefficients of Z,(s) and R,(s) as well as the gain k, 

expected from the plant when augmented with a suitable controller 

2 !"+*' lel(7) 2 - ~ m a x  fr '+60 (e1(7) d71 
and has an input-output pair (r(t), ym( f ) }  and the transfer 
function 

I 
Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on  the right-hand side, 

w0;(t2)) - v x u 2  + 6,)) are assumed to be unknown. A model M represents the behavior 

60 I: I: 

from (12) 

2 u kax - ( To - 60) by the  choice of k. '0 

60 

Since the maximum increase in W(x) over the remaining interval 
of length (To - 6,,) is given by u i a x / 4  (To - 6,) from ( X ) ,  and 
since To 2 h0, it follows that for any Ilx(to)ll, ify, satisfies (ll),  
W(x(t0 + To)) < W(x(to)). Cases i)  and ii) include all  possible 

y,(-), and therefore, we have 

w((to)) 2 c1 =. wot(t0 + ro)) < w(x(to)) 
so that  all solutions of (5) are uniformly bounded. 

this section. 
B. Comments 

1) For convenience, we shall refer to eo as the degree of 
persistent excitation in this paper. However, considerably more 
work is  needed to come up with a proper definition of degree of 
persistent excitation as discussed in Section IV. By the theorem, 
the solutions are bounded if eo > u,, but the nature of the limit set 
depends on To, eo, and 60. 

2) From the theorem, it follows that for a given bound urn, on 
the disturbances, the system can be made robust by increasing the 
degree of persistent excitation. Alternately, for a given bound  on 
the magnitude of ym(t) ,  if the bound umah of the disturbances is 
increased, the system can have unbounded solutions. 

3) From the proof of Theorem 1 ,  it is seen that if it is assumed 
that y, satisfies the inequality in (9), boundedness follows 
directly. However, when yp is  not persistently exciting over any 

The following comments summarize the results contained in 

which  is assumed to be positive real. The control problem then is 
to determine a suitable bounded control input u(t)  such that el(t) 
P yp(t)  - ym(t) -+ 0 as t --f 03 and all signals in the loop remain 
bounded. The controller structure is described as follows. 

A 2n-dimensional auxiliary vector w defined by [ ~ ( l ) ~ ( t ) ,  
~ ( * ) ~ ( t ) ]  is generated as 

& ( I )  = Fu(') + bu 

& (2) = Fu (2) + by (14) 

where F is an n X n asymptotically stable matrix, (F, b) 
controllable, and the input  to the plant is given by u = o T W  where 
oT(t)  2 [k(t), B'(t)], B T  = [cT,  d r ]  and ~ ~ ( t )  = [i-(t), I , J ~ ( ~ ) ] .  
The overall system can therefore be represented as [ 1 X ]  

[ $ I ] = [  A, 0 F+bc*T  bpc*T b,d* b d * r ]  [;I] 
(j (2) bhp' 0 F U (2)  

where [k*, e*'] is the desired control parameter vector, e* T 2 
[C*', d*T1, and 9' 2 [$, +'] is the control parameter error 
vector with $ 2 k( t )  - k* and + C e ( t )  - O*. The overall 
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system is therefore given by 

2 = A , x + b , [ k * r + J T ~ ] ;   y p = h , ' x  (16) 

where 

bpc*  bpd* 
X= [ "'1 ; A,= [ F+bc*T  bd*T ; 1 w (2) bh; 0 F 

b,= ; h,= [ . 
I - I  L - I  

2) Perturbed  System: We now consider the plant (13) in the 
presence of an input disturbance u I  and an output disturbance u2 
and the differential equations are given by 

xp=ApXp+bPU+dp~I 

yp=hBXp+U2 (17) 

where u I  is uniformly bounded and u2 is uniformly bounded and 
differentiable. Together with a controller structure which is 
identical to  that  of the ideal system, the overall system is given by 

i = A , ~ + b , [ k * r + $ ~ G ] + i T ;  y,=h,'x (18) 

where A, ,  b,, 6 are defined as in (16) and U is an equivalent 
bounded vector disturbance at the input due to u I  and u2. Since 

x,,,, = A,xmC + b,k*r; y ,  = h (19) 

is a nonminimal representation of the model, the error equations 
between the plant and the model can be written as 

e=A,e+b,[$r+QTw]+iT 

el = h,'e (20) 

where e A x - x,,,,, h,(s;l - A,)-Ib, = k,/k, W,(s). The 
adaptive law for adjusting Q is chosen in the standard way  to  be 

T 

[I81 

&= -sgn ( 2 )  e,w 

$= -sgn (5) elr.  

We note  that w = w* + Ce where w* corresponds to the signal w 
in the plant when Q 3 0 and e(to) = 0. Alternately, w* may also 
be interpreted as the signal in  the  model corresponding to w in the 
plant, and hence satisfies the linear time-invariant differential 
equation 

x,, = A,x,, + b,r 

w* = ex,, (22) 

where 

L 
is a 2n X 3n-dimensional matrix. Expressing (20) and (21) in 
terms of a*, we have the resulting nonlinear equations 

e=A,e+b,$r+b,QT[w*+Ce]+6; el=hTe (23) 

$= -sgn (2) elr .  

In the following section, we analyze (23) first for the ideal case 
when iT = 0 and later for the perturbed system. 

B. Stability  Analysis 
I )  Ideal System: For ease of exposition, we shall assume that 

the sign of kp is  known and that kp = k ,  = 1. This results in the 
vector nonlinear equations 

e=A,e+b,QT[w*+Ce];  el=hTe 

&= -e,[w*+Ce].  (24) 

Proceeding exactly as in the scalar case, we can show that the 
system (24) is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large if a* is 
persistently exciting. A quadratic function W(e ,  4) defined as 

W(e,   d )=eTPe+QTQ 

yields a time derivative W 

W(e,  9)= - e T Q e 1 0  
where P and Q are symmetric positive definite matrices such that 

ATP+PAc= - Q < O ;  Pb,=h,. (25) 

Hence, W(e, Q) is a Lyapunov function and e and 4 are bounded, 
Since jr W(t)dt = W(w) - W(0) < 03, e E 2'. In addition, e 
is bounded, which implies that lim,-= e(r) = 0 in (24). To prove 
that lim,+- Q ( t )  = 0, we proceed as follows. If f r ( r )  4 
[eTCTQbT,  -eTCTel] 2 [ f l ( f ) , f i ( t ) ] ,  the nonlinear differential 
equation can  be expressed as 

e = Ace + b,Q +fl(t); el = h :e 

6 = - elm* + f 2 ( t )  

where limt+= f(t> = 0. Since the  linear part is exponentially 
stable if w* is persistently exciting [14], it follows that lim,+- 
Q ( t )  = 0 and  u.a.s.1. follows. We note that the boundedness of [e,  
$1 and the fact that 1imr+= e(t) = 0 have to be established first 
before exponential stability can be proved. 

2) Perturbed  System: When a vector disturbance G ( t )  is 
present, as shown in the following main theorem of the paper 
(Theorem 2 ) ,  all the signals in the adaptive loop are globally 
bounded if the degree of persistent excitation of o* is sufficiently 
large compared to the maximum amplitude of the disturbance. 
The vector error differential equations, when  an external distur- 
bance is present, can be expressed as 

e=A,e+b,dT[w*+Ce]+iT;  el=h,7e 

&= -e l [w*+Ce].  (26) 

In such a case, the generalization of Theorem 1 may  be stated as 
follows. 

Theorem 2: Let the 2n-dimensional vector w* be persistently 
exciting and satisfy ( 2 )  for constants To, So, and eo. and I I t 7 ( t ) l l  5 
urnax. If XP-man and X,-,,. are, respectively the maximum 
eigenvalue of P and minimum eigenvalue of Q. and Eo 2 
2Xp_ mar~rnax/Xp- m,nr then all solutions of the differential equation 
(26) are globally bounded if 

EO>EO+S (27) 

where 6 is an arbitraiy positive constant. 
Proof: Let z 2 [er@, 4 '1. Then a quadratic function 

W(z) defined as W(z)  = erPe + Q T4 with P = P T  > 0 has a 
timederivative W(z) = - eTQe + 2eTPi where P and Q are 
obtained as in (25) .  Defining the region D 2 {tl ((ell 5 Eo),  it 
follows that W(z) can increase only  in D and the maximum 
increase in W(z)  over any period TI is given by 

W(z(to+ T I ) ) -  W(z(to))I:[PGITQ-'[PiT] TI 

E: 
I: - T1hQ-min. (28) 4 

As in the scalar case, we consider the following two cases. 
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Case i) 

If condition (29) is satisfied for any  unit vector w E z2" and any 
to L 0, then w = a* + Ce is persistently exciting and  (26) 
represents an exponentially stable linear system [14] with a 
bounded  input I. Hence, the system 

z = I(t)z + i ( t )  

is also exponentially stable with a bounded  input F where 

As in the scalar case, it follows from the results of [13] that a 
constant c exists such that 

I I ~ ~ ~ o ~ I I ~ ~ = , I I ~ ~ ~ o + ~ o ~ l I ~ l I L ~ ~ o ~ l l ~  
or equivalently, 

W(z(t0)) 2 c2 Wz(t0 + To)) < W(z(t0)). (30) 
Case ii) 

I (w*(r) + Ce(r)) 'W dr <kea. (31) 

If condition (29) is not satisfied, then condition (3 1) is satisfied for 
some constant unit vector w E Rh, Le., w is not persistently 
exciting over the interval [to, to  + To] in some direction w. As 
shown below, this assures that IIz(to + To)ll < IIz(to)II for any 
initial condition. 

By the choice of k and (27), (1 - k)Eo 2 Eo. Since w* satisfies 
inequality (2), it follows that 

To j 

i [Ce(r)] 'w d-'=-(l -k)eoTo. 

Since * = - e'Qe + 2eTP6, we  obtain that the minimum 
decrease in W(z)  over the interval It2, t2 + So] is given by 

' I -  

W(z(t2)) - W(z(t2 + 60)) 

>E:( To-SO)XQ-,,,~,, by  the  choice  of k.  
Since the minimum decrease in W(z(t)) over the interval [ t2 ,  tz + 
So] is greater than the maximum increase Ei /4  (To - So)AQ-mim 
over a period (To - So), W(z(to + To)) < W(z(to)) for any 
IIz(t0)II. Since cases i) and ii) are mutually exclusive and 
collectively exhaustive, from (30) we obtain that 

W(z(to)) 2 c2 * w(z(to + To)) < w(~(lo)) 
which implies that all solutions of (26) are uniformly bounded. 
C. Comments 

4) If condition (29) holds for any arbitrary interval [to, to + 
TO], w is persistently exciting and the boundedness of JIzJJ follows 
trivially. In fact, this was given as Lie condition for exponential 
convergence for the idezl case in some of the earlier papers. 

5 )  When w does not satisfy (29), it follows from the analysis of 
case ii) that the error e is persistently exciting in a subspace over 
the interval [to, to + To] which is sufficient to assure that We, 9) 
decreases. It is worth noting that e is not required to be 
persistently exciting over the entire space in the interval [ t o ,  t o  + 
To], since only llel12 figures in the arguments. 

6) Since the reference model is assumed to be strictly positive 
real, we are assured of the existence of matrices P and Q which 
satisfy the matrix and vector equations simultaneously in (25). 
This results in the boundedness of e and + $  and hence of all the 
signals in the adaptive system. 

7) Sufficient conditions for boundedness of solutions are stated 
in Theorem 2 in terms of the degree of persistent excitation of 
o*(t). For design purposes, it is more desirable to express them in 
terms of the reference input r(t). Very little is currently known 
regarding the relationship between the degree of persistent 
excitation of inputs and outputs of linear systems. Such relation- 
ships have to be better understood before Theorem 2 can be 
directly used  in design. 
D. Conditions for Unbounded  SoIutions 

In Section III, for the scalar differential equation, an explicit 
condition umax > ymax was given for the system to have  unbounded 
solutions. Using the properties of planar solutions, it was shown 
that an open invariant region D2 can be found such that if [e , ,  41 
E D2 at time to, a specific disturbance u(f) exists such that 
1imt-- +(t) = - 03. Providing similar explicit conditions for 
unboundedness in the vector case is considerably more involved 
and is at present an open problem. 

The proof of Theorem 2 given in the previous section, 
however, provides the following valuable insights into the nature ' 

of the instability mechanism which may prove useful in the 
eventual resolution of the problem. 

i) If w is persistently exciting for all t E [0, m), z will be 
bounded by Theorem 2. Hence, a necessary condition for 
unbounded solutions is that w not be persistently exciting on  an 
infinite number of disjoint intervals [ t , ,  t i  + To], i E N. 

ii) The disturbance G ( f )  which results in unbounded solutions 
should be such that W(t )  L 0 in  an open invariant region in the z 
space. 

iii) While Ile(t)II remains bounded, [[+(t)ll must grow in an 
unbounded fashion in a direction which is asymptotically ortho- 
gonal to the subspace in which w is  not persistently exciting. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
A .  Scalar  Case 

The second-order nonlinear differential equation (3) 

e&) = - el(0 + d(t)y,(t) + W)edt)  + 40 
d(t) = - el(r)y,(t) - e:(r) 

was simulated to study the behavior of the solutions when ymr < 
u,, and  when eo > umX. Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows that when y,, < 
urnax, e, remains bounded while + ( t )  + - 03. In Fig. 2(c) and (d), 
we see that e, and 9 are bounded when eo > 
B. Vector Case 

the robustness behavior analyzed in Section IV: 
The following adaptive control problem was simulated to study 

plant: - 
s + 2  
s2- 1 

model: 

reference input: 20 cos 2 ,5 t+20  cos 5.0r 

disturbance: 11 ;(r)ll I umX. 

An adaptive controller described in [18] was simulated with three 
parameters adaptively adjusted. A vector disturbance I was 
introduced in the plant. Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows that for a u,, = 

s+ 1 
s2+5s+6  
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Fig. 2. Robust  adaptive  control of a first-order  plant. 

Fig. 3.  Robust  adaptive  control  of a second-order plant. 

50, ))+I) + co whereas for a u,, = 0.3, e and 4 remain  bounded 
as is seen in Fig. 3(c) and (d). It is worth noting that even as the 
disturbance is increased, e(t)  remains bounded. 
C. Dependence of System  Response on the Input and 
Disturbance  Parameters 

In Sections III and IV sufficient conditions were derived in 
terms of eo and u,,, which assure the boundedness of all the 
signals in the adaptive loop when external disturbances are 

e,  = - e, + O(e,+y,) t v 

(d 
Fig. 4. Dependence  of  system  response  on disturbance frequencies. 

present. However, in practical applications, the magnitude of the 
output and parameter errors (as given by  the limiting set a+), as 
well as their dependence on the parameters of both the reference 
input  and the disturbance, are of interest. For  example, since in 
Theorem 1 satisfies an integral inequality which depends on y , ( t ) ,  
an infinite number of functions y ,  will result in a given value of eo 
while yielding very different responses. Similarly, different 
external disturbances with the same bound u,, on their ampli- 
tudes may affect the system in significantly different ways. To 
obtain a more qualitative understanding of the behavior of robust 
adaptive systems under such cases, several computer simulations 
were carried out. In this section, we discuss two examples which 
are helpful in presenting the main conclusions of these studies. In 
both examples, the second-order nonlinear error differential 
equation (5) corresponding to the adaptive control of a first-order 
plant  was simulated. 

Example 1: In the first example, a sinusoidal reference signal 
y,(t)  = 67r cos d ,  corresponding to an eo of 6 was chosen. A 
number of cases were simulated with I u(t)l I u,, = 5 and u(t) as 
i) a constant, ii) a sinusoid, iii) a square wave, and iv) a white 
noise process. Since boundedness is theoretically assured by 
Theorem 1, our aim in this example is primarily to determine the 
effect of different types of disturbances on the overall response of 
the system. The response is evaluated in terms of the magnitude of 
the output error e, and the parameter error 9 as well as the limit 
set w + of the solution in the (e, ,  4) space. 

The results of the simulation study may be summarized as 
follows. 

i) The limit set decreases with increasing frequency of u ( t )  [Fig. 
4(aL @)I. 

ii) For a given u,,, the output error is small when u(t) is a 
white noise process (Fig. 5). 

iii) For the specific case when the noise has the  same frequency 
as ym( t )  and is  in phase with it, the output error tends to zero as t 
-+ 03. This is a case of exact noise cancellation. However, the 
output error is found to be very sensitive to the phase of the noise 
signal (Fig. 6). 

iv) Essentially very few qualitative differences exist between 
the responses to sinusoidal and square wave disturbances of the 
same frequency. 

v) The disturbance which maximizes the limit set (i.e.. the 
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worst disturbance) depends on both the sign of y,(f) as well as the 
sign  of e l ( t )  as described in Section II [Fig. 4(c)]. 

Example 2: In this example, the disturbance was specified 
while the effect of different types of reference signals y,(t) was 
studied. The principal conclusions are as follows. 

i)  For  a constant disturbance u( t )  = u,,, = 5, and ym(t)  = 67i 
cos ut, with w varying from 0.005 to 40, the limit set increased 
monotonically with frequency (Fig. 7). Hence, lower input 
frequencies are found to be better from a control point of view. 

ii) Increasing the amplitude of the input signal (i.e., a higher 
signal-to-noise ratio) decreased the size of the limit set [Fig. 8(a), 
@)I. 

iii) Values of eo smaller than u,, could be found for which the 
solutions remain bounded. Hence, prior information regarding the 
disturbance may help in relaxing the sufficient conditions given in 
Sections LII and IV [Fig. 8(c)]. 

iv) Assuming that the reference signal in (3) is a pulse train with 
a period unity, pulse width a( < l), and amplitude equal to 6: it is 
found  that the limit set increases as a --t 0 (Fig. 9). 

In all the cases considered in Examplq 1 and 2, the output error 
e,( t )  between plant and  model  may be considered to be  made up of 
two components; a  first component due to the reference input 
resulting from the mismatch between plant and  model transfer 
function and a second component due to the external disturbance. 
A stable adaptive law tends to minimize the norm of el( t ) ,  and 
hence represents a compromise between  model following and 
noise rejection. The following remarks provide a qualitative 
justification for Theorems 1 and 2 and also serve to explain some 
of the results observed in the simulation studies. 

Remark I :  When r(t)  = 0, the output error due to the 
disturbance decreases as 11$(1 increases in the stable region. On the 
other hand, the output error due to the reference input and the 

1 ' '  ' . ' "  " '  t i "  ' ' ' 1 Ut"" ' " ' fr  

v(t) = conatmt 
(a) y,(t) 6. em 0.0051 
(b) y,(t) = 6. ma 4.61 
(e) yJt) = 6. e a ,  2M 

Fig. 7. Dependence of system response on input frequencies. 

( C )  

Fig. 8. Dependence of system response on input amplitude. 

mismatch between the plant and model transfer functions is zero 
when $ = 0 and increases to a maximum as l l q 5 l l  increases in the 
stable region. If the reference input is small compared to the 
disturbance, the output error is a minimum only at J I Q J I .  = 03, and 
hence the parameter error vector increases without bound. If the 
magnitude of the reference input is increased, beyond a certain 
value, the curve llell versus 11Q11 exhibits a minimum for  a finite 
value of lldll. This provides an intuitive justification for the result 
of Theorem 2. 

Remark 2: The stability behavior of the overall system depends 
on the relative effects of the reference input and the disturbance as 
measured at the output of the system. The fact that high-frequency 
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1 

v(t1 = agn(eJ5.0 lell I vmu 

e ,  = - e l  + )(el+y,) + v 

+ = - el(el+YmJ 

Fig. 9. 

signals are attenuated by the system provides qualitative justifica- 
tion for the simulation results presented in Figs. 4, 5 ,  7 ,  and 9. 

VI. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The principal contribution of this paper is  that  an adaptive 

system is robust with respect to bounded disturbances if the 
persistent excitation of the signals in the model  is  in some sense 
larger than  the  bound  on the disturbances. It  is shown that for a 
proper formulation of the problem, a set of nonlinear, rather than 
linear differential equations. is required to describe the system. 
Further, the presence of a time-varying reference input  makes the 
overall system nonautonomous. It is shown that even though the 
nonlinear nonautonomous nature of the equations makes  the 
analysis complex, it is nonetheless tractable. By making  use  of 
properties of persistently exciting inputs, and considering the 
combined effect of the bounded signals in the model  and 
disturbances on the system, global boundedness of solutions is 
demonstrated. 
A .  Extensions 

I )  Relative degree n * 5: 2: The proof of Theorem 2 was  given 
for an nth-order plant with relative degree n* = 1. As in the 
proof of stability for the ideal case, using  an  augmented error as 
described in [ 191, [I]. the same result can also be proved for the 
perturbed system, when n* 2 2. We merely present a statement 
of the problem here. 

Statement of the Problem: Assuming that kp = k,  = 1, the 
error equations between the plant and the model can be written as 

e = A , e + b , @ T [ ~ * + C e ] + ~  
el = h,'e 

where hT(sI - A,)-'b,  = W,(s) is the transfer function of the 
model  with relative degree = n*. Since W,,(s) is not positive 
real, we cannot proceed as in Section IV. To generate a stable 
adaptive law, an augmented error is generated as follows: 

el + W(s)[e2 - € 1  i-'Sl= € 1  

e2 = e W(S)W - W(s)B 

where 

W(s)= W-'(s)W,(s) is strictly  positive real. 
Therefore, the corresponding nonlinear error equations to be 
analyzed are 

t = A , e + b , @ T [ w * + C e ] + l  

{= W(S)[W* + c e ]  

€1 = W)[@ ?- € 1  ST[+ V I 1  

$= - € 1  i-. 
If @'(s)w* = p, the conditions for the boundedness of all the 
signals can be expressed in terms of the degree of persistent 
excitation of 55. 

2) Dead  Zone,  Persistent  Excitation,  and  Plant Identifica- 
tion: The problem of robust adaptive control in the presence of 
bounded disturbances was analyzed in [6] wherein no conditions 
on the reference input were specified. But the adaptive law was 
modified to include a dead zone so that unboundedness of  the 
parameter error is avoided and global boundedness of all signals 
in the system was established. The results of this paper indicate 
that a dead zone can be avoided if the persistent excitation of the 
input  is sufficiently large. A problem of both theoretical and 
practical interest is to demonstrate how a smaller dead zone in the 
adaptive law can be used in conjunction with a reference input 
with a smaller degree of persistent excitation to assure global 
boundedness. 

3) Persistent  Excitation  and  Other Robust Adaptive 
Schemes: Apart from the use of a dead zone in the adaptive law, a 
number of other schemes were mentioned in the Introduction [SI- 
[ 121 to achieve robust adaptive control. There is every reason to 
believe that the results presented in this paper can be combined 
with some of these schemes to improve robustness. Since the 
adaptive loop can be made stable using persistent excitation, the 
plant parameters can be estimated on-line using any one of  many 
identification schemes. This in turn can be used to improve the 
performance using the approaches in [6], [8], and [9 ] .  For 
example, the size of the dead zone in [6 ] ,  the region of search in 
parameter space in [8], and the bias in  [9] can be reduced using 
improved plant parameter estimates. Thus, the principal result 
need  not  be  used to the exclusion of other schemes but can be 
judiciously combined with them to improve overall performance. 

In spite of the vast literature that exists on persistent excitation, 
our understanding of this phenomenon is still somewhat meager. 
This became evident when attempts were made to explain 
precisely the behavior observed in the simulation studies reported 
in Section V. To improve on the sufficient conditions presented in 
Sections I11 and IV, a better understanding of the effect of both 
linear and nonlinear transformations on persistently exciting 
signals, resulting in a more precise definition of the degree of 
persistent excitation of a given signal, will be needed. However, 
in the opinion of the authors, the concepts presented, as well as the 
specific approaches used in this paper, will find application in 
many  of  the current open problems in robust adaptive control. 
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